
Getting to know your lost cat 
 
Sociability with Other Cats 
Unknown 
Very social with other cats, must have other cat friends 
Does fine with other cats, could live with another cat or as the only cat 
Needs to be the only cat 
 
Sociability with Dogs 
Unknown 
Great with dogs, looking for a canine friend! 
With some patient familiarization, should come to accept dogs 
Absolutely needs to be in a no dog household 
 
Litter Box Manners 
Undetermined 
Fastidious litter box user 
Needs a covered box 
Special needs may cause some litter box challenges 
 
General Personality 
Initially shy and hesitant, will need some time to know they're safe and loved 
Outgoing, highly social and interactive with all 
Friendly and outgoing but on my terms, when I'm done, I'm done. 
 
My Ideal Family looks like 
Undetermined 
Adult home only 
Kids above 7 years (i.e. they have some impulse control) 
Someone who is home a majority of the time 
Fine with all ages 
 
Getting to know your lost dog 
 
Activity Level 
High - requires rigorous daily exercise, a minimum of 30 minutes a day 
Moderate - requires at least a daily 20 minute walk 
Minimal - a 10-minute walk every other day should be fine  
 
Sociability with Other Dogs  
Very social with other dogs,  
Must have dog friends Does fine with other dogs,  
Could live with another dog or as the only dog  
Needs to be the only dog 
 
Sociability with Cats  



Likes cats, very social 
Good with cats or at least indifferent to them  
Not cat friendly 
 
House Trained  
Undetermined 
Yes 
Most of the time, will require some training 
Will require training 
Knows how to use a doggie door 
 
Leash 
Wow, I'm ready for the show ring, exceptional leash manners 
I am easy to walk and pull very little 
I need some training and patience from you, so I can understand what I'm supposed to do 
I've never seen a leash before; I really need someone who will invest the time to train me 
 
Personality 
Extremely outgoing - immediately loves everyone 
Outgoing and social - warms up quickly 
Shy and hesitant initially, will need some time to know they're safe and loved 
 
My Ideal Family looks like  
Adult home only 
Kids above 7 years (i.e. they have some impulse control) 
Someone who is home a majority of the time 
Fine with all ages 

 
 
  
 
 

 


